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SUMMARY

Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep has been hypothesized to promote emotional resilience, but any neuronal
circuits mediating this have not been identified. We find that in mice, somatostatin (Som) neurons in the en-
topeduncular nucleus (EPSom)/internal globus pallidus are predominantly active during REM sleep. This
unique REM activity is both necessary and sufficient for maintaining normal REM sleep. Inhibiting or exciting
EPSom neurons reduced or increased REM sleep duration, respectively. Activation of the sole downstream
target of EPSom neurons, Vglut2 cells in the lateral habenula (LHb), increased sleep via the ventral tegmental
area (VTA). A simple chemogenetic scheme to periodically inhibit the LHb over 4 days selectively removed a
significant amount of cumulative REM sleep. Chronic, but not acute, REM reduction correlated with mice
becoming anxious and more sensitive to aversive stimuli. Therefore, we suggest that cumulative REM sleep,
in part generated by the EP/ LHb/ VTA circuit identified here, could contribute to stabilizing reactions to
habitual aversive stimuli.

INTRODUCTION

The hypothesis that sleep serves a restorative function has

focused largely on non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep,

the stage of sleep that occurs first.1 Recently, however,

REM sleep in humans has been found to be the deepest

and most subjectively satisfying stage of sleep2,3 and is also

the sleep state where capillary blood flow in the mouse brain

is selectively boosted.4 REM sleep has been hypothesized to

promote emotional health or resilience,5–13 for example, in

mice, by enabling contextual memory and/or forgetting about

emotionally salient stimuli,14–16 and diverse low-level chronic

stressors substantially increase the amount of REM sleep.5,17

In these situations, more REM sleep could be an adaptation to

deal with stress. Similarly, people living with severe depres-

sion or post-traumatic stress disorder have elevated REM

sleep,18 a potentially restorative mechanism.7 An alternative

interpretation is that more REM sleep in these conditions

could be an abnormality contributing further to pathology.19

Indeed, monoamine reuptake blockers, taken for depression,

markedly decrease REM.20 These apparent discrepancies as

to whether changes in REM sleep are beneficial or harmful

remain unresolved.

Although the brainstem circuitry generating atonia during REM

is well understood,21 knowledge of how REM is generated in the

forebrain circuitry is incomplete.22–24 Previously, we found that

genetically blocking glutamate release from mouse lateral habe-

nula (LHb) cells produces severe sleep-wake fragmentation,25

potentially revealing a new sleep-wake pathway. Here, starting

by looking at upstream and downstream partners of LHb cells,

we found cells in the basal ganglia (the entopeduncular nucleus

[EP], also known as the habenula-projecting globus pallidus or

GPh, or the internal globus pallidum in primates) projecting to

the LHb and then to the ventral tegmental area (VTA) that induce

NREM and REM sleep, mapping onto previous circuitry that gets

activated with aversion, disappointment, learned helplessness,

and anxiety.26–29 Because of this overlap, we suggest that

REM sleep contributes to emotional stability and test this hy-

pothesis by selectively reducing REM sleep originating from

this circuit.
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Figure 1. Spontaneous activity of EPSom neurons across sleep-wake states

(A) Conceptual schematic diagram of the neuronal circuit examined in this figure. EP, entopeduncular nucleus; LHb, lateral habenula; DRN, dorsal raphe nucleus;

VTA, ventral tegmental area.

(legend continued on next page)
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RESULTS

EPSom neurons are strongly REM sleep active
The LHb receives diverse inputs30–35 but including a unique

projection from somatostatin (Som)-glutamate-GABA neurons

in the EP.26,36–38 We performed anterograde tracing by inject-

ing AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFP in the EP of Som-Cre mice and

confirmed that EPSom neurons project exclusively to the LHb

as previously reported26,36,39–41 (Figures 1A and 1B). We

then used calcium photometry to study the natural dynamics

of the EPSom neurons across the sleep-wake cycle. AAV-

DIO-GCaMP6s was injected into the EP of Som-Cre mice,

with an optical fiber implanted over the EP to acquire popula-

tion activity of EPSom neurons (Figures 1C and S1A). We

observed the highest activity of EPSom neurons during REM

sleep, while the activity during NREM sleep and wakefulness

was suppressed (Figures 1D–1F). The baseline Ca2+ transients

began to elevate at the end of NREM episodes, and we

observed a time-locked increase (p = 0.026; n = 6) at the

transition from NREM to REM. Conversely, the fluorescence

signal decreased (p = 0.003; n = 8) during REM-WAKE transi-

tions. Recordings from EPSom-GFP control mice displayed

no such vigilance state-dependent variations (Figures S1B

and S1C).

EPSom neurons bidirectionally regulate REM sleep
To assess whether EPSom activity is necessary for natural REM

sleep, we inhibited these neurons chemogenetically. AAV-DIO-

hM4Di-mCherry (referred to as ‘‘hM4Di’’ hereafter) was bilater-

ally injected into the EP of Som-Cre mice (Figures 2A and

S2A). The inhibitory effect of the hM4Di receptors was confirmed

by the strongly reduced number of c-Fos-expressing cells in the

EP following clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) administration (Fig-

ure S2B; p = 0.002; n = 3). Our preliminary tests indicated a

sleep-suppressing trend when inhibiting EPSom neurons. We

further evaluated this effect during the lights-on phase when

mice are mostly inactive and show abundant sleep. Systemic

administration of 1 mg/kg CNO at the beginning of the lights-

on phase significantly (p = 0.0004; n = 7) reduced the total dura-

tion of REM sleep during the 3 h following CNO injection, as

compared with saline-injected controls (Figures 2B–2D).

Reduced REM sleep amounts were due to decreased numbers

of long (>1 min) REM-sleep episodes (from 54% to 29%; p =

0.03; n = 7). Short REM-sleep episodes (<1 min) remained unaf-

fected. By contrast, total duration of wakefulness and NREM

sleep remained unchanged (Figures 2B–2D). Furthermore, che-

mogenetic inhibition of EPSom neurons significantly (p = 0.02;

n = 7) increased the latency to REM sleep without affecting

NREM latency (Figure 2D).

We next selectively lesioned EPSom cells using AAV-DIO-

CASP3 injected into the EP of Som-Cre mice (Figure S2C). In

the control AAV-DIO-mCherry group, 91.2% of mCherry-ex-

pressing neurons were co-labeled with anti-SOM antibodies

(Figure S2D), and the posterior EP was found to contain a high

density of SOM neurons (Figure S2E). After selective expression

of caspase in EPSom cells, immunohistochemistry staining for

SOM revealed that 89% of SOM cells were eliminated (Figures

S2F and S2G; p = 0.009; n = 4). 4 weeks after the lesions, short-

ened times in REM sleep were also observed (Figures 2E and

2F). Following ablation, the total duration of REM sleep in the

light phase consistently (p = 0.0004; n = 8 control and n = 11 cas-

pase) declined, further confirming that these neurons contribute

to normal REM sleep structure. This effect was selectively

confined to the 12-h light part of the daily cycle.

To examine whether EPSom neurons can elicit REM sleep in

fully awake mice, we expressed AAV-DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry

(referred to as ‘‘hM3Dq’’ hereafter) in the EPSom neurons (Figures

2G and S3A) and performed intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections of

saline or CNO in the dark period when mice show high levels

of arousal. Compared with the saline control group, 1 mg/kg

CNO injection increased the number of c-Fos positive neurons

in the EP (Figure S3B; p = 0.001; n = 3) and induced NREM

and REM sleep (Figure 2H). The total duration of both NREM

and REM sleep significantly (p = 0.03 and p = 0.04, respectively;

n = 7) increased during the 6 h post CNO injection (Figures 2I and

2J). The latencies to both NREM and REM sleep were reduced

(p = 0.0008 and p = 0.008, respectively; n= 7) byCNO (Figure 2J).

Given that EPSom neurons are silent during NREM sleep and that

REM sleep only occurs following NREM sleep in physiological

conditions, we interpret the increased NREM sleep as a neces-

sary element for inducing REM sleep.

To achieve higher temporal precision, we conducted optoge-

netic activation experiments and assessed sleep structure after

brief excitation of the EPSom neurons. AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFP or

AAV-DIO-GFPwasexpressed in theEPSomneurons (FigureS4A),

and sleep-wake states were monitored and compared between

‘‘laser on’’ and ‘‘laser off’’ conditions. Stimulation with light was

confirmed as excitatory, as it increased c-FOS expression in

the EP (Figures S4B and S4C). When laser stimulation was

delivered during NREM sleep, the percentage of REM sleep

increased (Figure S4D; p = 0.003, n = 4). On the contrary, brief

optogenetic stimulation of the EPSom neurons during WAKE did

not alter the amount of sleep orWAKE. Together, these data sup-

port a role for EPSom neurons in REM sleep regulation.

(B) Anterograde tracing confirms that EPSom neurons project exclusively to the LHb. Representative images of the cell bodies in the EP and terminals in the LHb

after AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFPwas injected into the EP of Som-Cremice. Left: a coronal section includes both EP and LHb (indicated in dashed boxes). Anatomical

scheme adapted from Paxinos and Franklin.42 Right: ChR2-EYFP-expressing neurons in the EP and its projections in the LHb with higher magnification. No

projections in other brain areas were observed. Blue, nuclei stained with Hoechst 33342; green, ChR2-EYFP. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(C) Fiber photometry with EEG/EMG recordings in freely moving mice. AAV-DIO-GCaMP6s was injected into the EP of Som-Cre mice, and a fiber optic was

implanted above the EP to record activity (scale bar, 200 mm). LHA, lateral hypothalamic area; 3V, third ventricle.

(D) Representative fiber-photometry recording aligned with the EEG spectra and EMG recordings during wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep.

(E) Combined fluorescence responses during transitions between vigilance states for all mice (n = 6–8). Top: individual traces with color-coded fluorescence

intensity. Bottom: mean responses of each transition (blue) ± SEM (gray).

(F) Summary of transitions between states. p values are given when <0.05.

See also Figure S1.
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EPSom neurons regulate REM sleep via their sole target,
the LHb
Wereasoned that EPSomneurons regulateREMsleep via their sole

downstream target, the LHb. We first validated the excitatory na-

ture of the projections from EPSom neurons onto the LHb. Chemo-

genetically exciting the EPSom neurons with hM3Dq receptors and

i.p.-injected CNO increased the number of c-Fos-expressing neu-

rons in the LHb (Figure S5A; p = 0.018; n = 3). Three experiments

were then carried out to confirm our hypothesis. First, we exam-

inedwhether the output fromEP toLHbcorrelatedwithREMsleep

by monitoring the Ca2+ transients at EP/ LHb terminals. We in-

jected AAV-DIO-GCaMP6s in EPSom neurons and positioned the

optical fiber over the LHb. Our results showed that as for the

EPSom somata, the Ca2+ transients at EP / LHb terminals were

the highest during REM sleep (Figure S5B). NREM-REM sleep

transitions were associated with prominent increases of activity

at these terminals (Figure S5C; p = 0.0002; n = 5). Next, we exam-

ined whether the LHb is similarly modulated during REM sleep by

measuring the Ca2+ transients in the cell bodies of LHb neurons

across the sleep-wake cycle (Figures 3A and 3B) (note: we used

Vglut2 gene expression as a local selective marker for LHb cells

so as not to get contaminating expression from the overlying hip-

pocampal dentate granule cells). We found that LHbVglut2 neurons

were most active during wakefulness and REM sleep and sup-

pressed during NREM sleep (Figures 3C–3E). The Ca2+-induced

fluorescence increased significantly at NREM to REM transitions.

Conversely, LHbVglut2 activity decreased when animals entered

NREM sleep. Interestingly, the activity in the LHb during wakeful-

ness is attributed, at least in part, to its excitatory input from the

lateral preoptic area (LPO) (Figure S6). Finally, we examined

whether the LHbVglut2 neurons can bidirectionally regulate REM

sleep. We expressed hM4Di in LHbVglut2 neurons and performed

electroencephalogram (EEG)/electromyogram (EMG) analysis

comparingcontrol saline injectionswithCNOinjections (Figure4A).

CNO-mediated inhibition of LHbVglut2 neurons reduced the

number of c-FOS-expressing cells (Figures S7A and S7B) and

decreasedREM sleep duration, leavingNREMsleep andwakeful-

ness intact (Figures 4B–4D). This reduction was due to fewer REM

episodes (Figure S7C). Conversely, chemogenetically activating

LHbVglut2 neurons prolonged both NREM and REM sleep at the

expense ofwakefulness (Figures 4E–4H). Increased episode num-

ber and duration of REM sleep were observed (Figure S7D). In

control experiments,CNO (1mg/kg; i.p.) had noeffect on vigilance

states in Vglut2-Cremice (Figure S8). Taken together, these find-

ings reveal a close correlation of LHb activity with REM sleep as

well as a capacity of the LHb for the bidirectional regulation of

REM sleep, thereby supporting the idea that the EP/ LHb circuit

contributes to maintaining normal REM sleep.

LHb/ VTA terminals aremost active during REM sleep,
and their selective activation promotes REM sleep
We next sought to identify the output pathway from the LHb

mediating the REM-sleep-regulating effect. Previous studies

identifiedmultiple synaptic targets of the glutamatergic LHb neu-

rons. We focused on the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) and the

VTA,30 two areasmodulating motivation/aversion and previously

identified as contributing to sleep-wake regulation.43,44 We first

validated LHb / DRN and LHb / VTA connectivity using

c-FOS mapping and found that activating LHbVglut2 neurons

increased the number of c-FOS-expressing neurons in the DRN

and the VTA (Figures S9A–S9F). 10.7%of the activated VTA neu-

rons are dopaminergic (Figures S9G and S9H). In vivo fiber-

photometry recordings at LHb/DRNandLHb/VTA terminals

across sleep-wake cycles were achieved similarly as described

above, by expressing AAV-DIO-GCaMP6s in LHbVglut2 neurons,

and with optical fibers placed over terminals in either the DRN

or VTA (Figures 5A and 5C). We observed a wake-specific cal-

cium signal at the LHb / DRN terminals, while the activity was

absent during sleep (Figures 5B and S10); indeed, the LHb /

DRN projection has been found to induce aggressive arousal.45

By contrast, NREM-REM transitions were consistently associ-

ated with prominent increases in the activity of LHb / VTA

terminals (Figures 5C–5E). To further establish whether the LHb

promotes sleep through its projections to the VTA, we expressed

hM3Dq in the LHb and unilaterally delivered CNO, via a cannula,

into the VTA to excite the LHb glutamatergic terminals (Fig-

ure S11A). Infusing CNO (0.2 mL of 3 mM, over 5 min) into the

VTA elicited both NREM and REM sleep, recapitulating the ef-

fects of activating the LHb somata (Figures S11B and S11C).

Chronic REM sleep restriction increases anxiety levels
and alters defensive behavior
We assessed the functional significance of REM sleep generated

by the circuit.We initiated our tests by targeting the LHbdue to its

Figure 2. EPSom neurons are sufficient and necessary for normal REM sleep

(A–D) Chemogenetic inhibition of EPSom neurons suppresses REM sleep.

(A) Schematic illustrating inhibition of EPSom neurons using DREADD receptors. AAV-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry was injected into the EP of Som-Cre mice. Immu-

nostaining confirmed the expression of hM4Di-mCherry in the EP. LH, lateral hypothalamus; scale bar, 200 mm.

(B) Representative EEG/EMG recordings post-saline or CNO (1 mg/kg) injections.

(C) 12 h sleep recording post-saline (gray) or CNO (purple) injection. Data are mean ± SEMs.

(D) Summarized changes on sleep duration and latency. Data are mean ± SEMs (n = 7). p values are given when <0.05.

(E and F) Sleep analysis of control and CASP3 mice.

(E) 24 h sleep recording post-saline (black) or CNO (blue) injection. Data are mean ± SEMs.

(F) Quantification of each vigilance state in the lights-on or lights-off phases. Lesioning of EPSom neurons reduced REM sleep duration in the lights-on phase

without affecting NREM and wakefulness (p = 0.0004, control n = 8, CASP n = 11). Data are mean ± SEMs. p values are given when <0.05.

(G–J) Chemogenetic activation of EPSom neurons increases sleep.

(G) Schematic of activation of EPSom neurons using DREADD receptors. AAV-DIO-hM3Dq-mCherrywas injected into the EP. LH, lateral hypothalamus; scale bar,

200 mm.

(H) Representative traces of EEG/EMG recordings post-saline or CNO injections.

(I) 12 h sleep recording post-saline (black) or CNO (red) injection. Data are mean ± SEMs.

(J) Summarized changes of sleep duration and latency. Data are mean ± SEMs (n = 7). p values are given when <0.05.

See also Figures S2–S4.
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more pronounced impact on REM sleep and discovered that re-

petitive dosing of LHbVglut2-hM4Di mice with CNO led to a chronic

reduction of REMsleep. LHbVglut2-hM4Dimicewere given saline or

CNO once a day at the beginning of the inactive lights-on phase

for 4 consecutive days. This reduced REM sleep by 24%, 15%,

11%, and 7%over the 4 days but did not change themeasurable

amount of NREM sleep or wake (Figure S12). Then, 16 h after the

last saline or CNO administration on day 4, mice were evaluated

in several behavioral tests (Figure 6A). In the light-dark test (Fig-

ure 6B), mice with reduced REM sleep increased their time in

the dark compartment with a corresponding decrease in the light

chamber.General locomotion of the LHbVglut2-hM4Dimice injected

with saline or CNO remained unchanged, as indicated by the

same amount of entry numbers into the chambers (Figure 6B).

Similarly, comparedwith controlmice, LHbVglut2-hM4Dimice spent

less time in the open arm in an elevated plusmaze testwhenREM

sleep was suppressed (Figure 6C). To examine how the EPSom

neurons contribute to anxiety behaviors, the same paradigm of

a 4-day chemogenetic inhibition was used in EPSom-hM4Di mice,

followed by assessing their level of anxiety. There was a less pro-

nounced REM sleep-suppressing effect within EPSom-hM4Di mice

comparedwith that observed in the LHbVglut2-hM4Dimice, as REM

was only significantly suppressed on the first day (Figure S13).

Nevertheless, in the light-dark test, EPSom-hM4Di mice injected

with CNO for 4 days spent more time in the dark compartment

(Figures S14A–S14C). On the other hand, acute opto-exciting

theEPSom neurons (EPSom-ChR2mice) did not produce anybehav-

ioral changes (Figure S14D).

To further assess whether REM sleep contributes to the per-

formance of innate behaviors, such as defensive behaviors, we

performed a looming test in which a moving disk is presented

to mimic distal threats. In this test, mice generally respond with

freezing behaviors.46 When REM sleep was restricted for

4 days by inhibiting LHb cells, CNO-treated LHbVglut2-hM4Di

mice responded to the stimuli much faster than the control

group, indicated by reduced latencies to freeze (Figure 6D).

The duration of freezing behaviors was unaltered, however (Fig-

ure 6D). Thus, REM sleep deficits induced sensitization of defen-

sive responses to visual threats. We observed no change in the

marble burying test (Figure 6E), indicating that reducing REM

sleep did not induce repetitive behaviors in mice. Overall, the

behavioral results show that cumulative baseline REM sleep

could contribute to stabilizing behavioral reactions to habitual

aversive stimuli and reducing anxiety-like behaviors.

DISCUSSION

The pathways that contribute to REM sleep generation are still

being elucidated.21–24,47–50 The basal ganglia, a collection of

subcortical nuclei that include the nucleus accumbens, the

caudate-putamen, the GPh externa, the EP (GPh interna), and

the substantia nigra, have all been implicated in the induction of

NREM sleep or wakefulness, depending on the specific cell

type.51–54 By contrast, the strongly REM-active nature of the

EPSom cells in basic home cage conditions of themice is a striking

featureofour findings.TheseEPSomcells areunusual in that inboth

primates and rodents, they project to just one target, the LHb,37 a

nucleus that we previously showed is needed for consolidated

sleep.25 The same circuitry of EPSom cells and their downstream

target, the LHb cells, fires with aversive events or disappoint-

ment,26,28,29 in other words, when an outcome is worse than ex-

pected.30,55 This EP / LHb / VTA circuit helps animals learn

about negative experiences and/or adopt passive coping strate-

gies.55–57 That this circuitry seems to have an exact mapping

with the REM sleep circuitry we report here seems more than a

coincidence. Empirically, we discovered that a simple scheme to

periodically chemogenetically inhibit the LHb over 4 days selec-

tively removed a significant amount of cumulative REM sleep,

without affecting measurable amounts of NREM or wakefulness.

Testing 16h later after the last inhibitory dose, chronicREM reduc-

tion correlated with mice becoming more sensitive to aversive

stimuli. Of note, acute activation of the EP / LHb circuit did not

have anxiolytic effects, indicating that the altered anxiety levels

may stem from accumulated changes in REM sleep. Therefore,

we suggest that baseline cumulative REM sleep could contribute

to stabilizing reactions to habitual aversive stimuli.

The LHb is a relay nucleus with many channels (reflecting

diverse inputs) and receives innervations from about forty brain

regions, including from the EP, but also from the hypothalamus,

midbrain, and brainstem areas.30–33,35 Some of these other in-

puts to the LHb are also REM active and could contribute to

driving the LHb during REM, and this could explain why we

see larger effects for the LHbmodulating REM sleep on behavior

than modulating the EP nucleus alone. There are multiple REM

drivers to the LHb. For example, glutamate neurons in the lateral

hypothalamus project to the LHb and are both wake and REM

sleep active.58 On the other hand, our data showed that the

input from the preoptic area of the hypothalamus is selectively

active during wakefulness, likely contributing to the wake-active

calcium signals in the LHb we observed together with other

WAKE-active upstream inputs.

All subtypes of LHb cells release glutamate onto distal targets,

and a few likely co-release GABA and glutamate.33 We found

that the outputs to the dorsal raphe are not sleep-active, but

the LHb terminals in the VTA are and could induce sleep by acti-

vating GABA neurons, potentially feeding into a circuit we iden-

tified for how certain stressors (social defeat stress) induce

sleep.59 In social defeat stress, hypothalamic and brainstem

Figure 3. Spontaneous activities of LHbVglut2 neurons across sleep-wake

(A) Conceptual schematic circuit diagram. EP, entopeduncular nucleus; LHb, lateral habenula; DRN, dorsal raphe nucleus; VTA, ventral tegmental area.

(B) Fiber photometry with EEG/EMG recordings in freely moving mice. Left: schematic illustration of experimental setup. Right: AAV-DIO-GCaMP6swas injected

into the LHb of Vglut2-Cre mice, and a fiber optic was implanted above the LHb to record activity; 3V, third ventricle (scale bar, 100 mm).

(C) Representative Ca2+ signals aligned with the EEG spectra and EMG recordings during wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep.

(D) Combined fluorescence responses during transitions between vigilance states for all mice (n = 6–8). Top: individual traces with color-coded fluorescence

intensity. Bottom: mean responses of each transition (blue) ± SEM (gray).

(E) Summary of transitions between states. Data are mean ± SEMs. p values are given when <0.05.

See also Figures S5 and S6.
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Figure 4. Causal effects of LHbVglut2 neurons on REM sleep

(A–D) Chemogenetic inhibition of LHbVglut2 neurons suppresses REM sleep.

(A) Schematic illustrating inhibition of LHbVglut2 neurons using DREADD receptors. AAV-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry was injected into the LHb of Vglut2-Cre mice.

Immunostaining confirmed the expression of hM4Di-mCherry in the LHb. DG, dentate granule cells; MHb, medial habenula; 3V, third ventricle; scale bar, 100 mm.

(B) Representative EEG/EMG recordings post-saline or CNO (1 mg/kg) injection.

(C) 12 h sleep recording post-saline (black) or CNO (green) injection. Data are mean ± SEMs.

(D) Summarized changes on sleep duration and latency. Data are mean ± SEMs (n = 7). p values are given when <0.05.

(E–H) Effects of chemogenetic activation of LHbVglut2 neurons on sleep.

(legend continued on next page)
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stress pathways activate VTA GABA cells to promote sleep.59

But milder stress and habitual aversive stimuli could activate

the VTA sleep circuitry via the EPSom / LHb branch to regulate

sleep. A further feature is that EPSom cells co-release both GABA

and glutamate, so they can simultaneously excite via ionotropic

glutamate receptors and inhibit via GABAA receptors the post-

synaptic LHb cells.38 Our c-FOS-mapping results indicate that

the EPSom cells predominately excite the LHb, in line with previ-

ous reports.36 Based on our results, the glutamate component

would be predicted to enhance REM, and the GABA component

decrease REM sleep. But given that the balance of glutamate

and GABA transmission at EPSom to LHb synapses could vary

with different behaviors, motivations, and stressors,38,60,61

certain stressors and experiences could enhance REM sleep,

whereas others could decrease it.

An overlap exists between the consequences of activating the

EP/ LHb/ VTA sleep circuit we have identified and the state

of depression. Non-medicated depressed patients often enter

REM sleep more quickly, and their REM lasts longer.18 More-

over, the LHb is more active during depression,62 and we predict

that it is this habenula overactivity that causes the enhanced

REM in this condition. The enhanced REM in people living with

depression is often assumed to be an adverse outcome. How-

ever, this enhanced REM could, in fact, be beneficial and aid

emotional processing rather than being harmful. Indeed, this

logic suggests that drugs or other treatments that selectively

enhance REMmight be beneficial in treating depression (current

drugs suppress REM sleep20). Thus, understanding the sleep-

promoting aspects of the EP/ LHb/ VTA circuitry could allow

insights to improve mental health.
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Figure 6. Chronic and selective reduction in REM sleep is accompanied by increased anxiety and altered defensive behavior

(A) Schematic illustration of experimental setup. 3 weeks following transduction of LHb neurons in Vglut2-Cremice with AAV-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry, one systemic

injection of CNO (1mg/kg i.p.), or saline, each day for 4 days at the beginning of the light phase caused a cumulative reduction in REM (see Figure S12). Behavioral

(legend continued on next page)
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact and cor-

responding authors: Nicholas P. Franks or William Wisden (n.franks@imperial.ac.uk, w.wisden@imperial.ac.uk).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit polyclonal anti-cFOS Sigma-Aldrich Cat# ABE457; RRID:AB_2631318

Rat monoclonal mCherry Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# M11217; RRID: AB_2536611

Chicken polyclonal GFP Abcam Cat# ab13970; RRID: AB_300798

Rabbit polyclonal somatostation Abcam Cat# ab108456; RRID: AB_11158517

Mouse monoclonal tyrosine hydroxylase Merck Cat# T2928; RRID: AB_477569

Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit Invitrogen Cat# A11108; RRID:AB_143165

Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse Invitrogen Cat# A11001; RRID: AB_2534069

Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-mouse Invitrogen Cat# A11005; RRID: AB_2534073

Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit Invitrogen Cat# A11037; RRID: AB_2534095

Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rat Invitrogen Cat# A11007; RRID: AB_10561522

Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti-mouse Invitrogen Cat# A-21235; RRID: AB_2535804

Bacterial and virus strains

Adenovirus helper plasmid pFD6 Donated by M Klugmann N/A

AAV helper plasmid pH21 (AAV1) Donated by M Klugmann N/A

AAV helper plasmid pRVI(AAV2) Donated by M Klugmann N/A

pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry Gift from Bryan L. Roth Addgene plasmid 44361

pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry Gift from Bryan L. Roth Addgene plasmid 44362

pAAV-hSyn-DIO-GCaMP6s Addgene Addgene plasmid 184284

pGP-CMV-GCaMP6s Addgene Addgene plasmid 40753

pAAV-EF1a-DIO-taCASP3-TEV Gift from Nirao Shah Addgene plasmid 45580

pAAV-EF1a-flex-hChR2(H314R)-EYFP Addgene Addgene plasmid 20298

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Clozapine-N-oxide Sigma-Aldrich C0832

Hoechst 33342 Thermo Fisher Scientific H3507

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: Vglut2-ires-Cre ((Slc17a6tm2(cre)Lowl/J) Jackson Lab JAX Stock 016963

Mouse: Vgat-ires-Cre (Slc32a1tm2(cre)Lowl/J) Jackson Lab JAX Stock 016962

Mouse: Som-ires-Cre (Sst tm2.1(cre)Zjh/J) Jackson Lab JAX Stock 013044

Software and algorithms

Spike 2 This paper https://ced.co.uk/products/spkovin

Matlab This paper https://uk.mathworks.com/

Fiji N/A https://fiji.sc/
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Data and code availability

d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

All procedures were approved by the Animal Welfare Ethical Review Body at Imperial College London. Experiments were performed

in accordance with the UK Home Office Animal Procedures Act (1986). Vglut2-ires-Cremice (Slc17a6tm2(cre)Lowl/J) and Vgat-ires-Cre

mice (Slc32a1tm2(cre)Lowl/J) were kindly provided by B.B. Lowell (JAX lab stock 016963 and JAX lab stock 016962)63; Som-ires-Cre

mice (Sst tm2.1(cre)Zjh/J (JAX lab stock 013044) were kindly donated by Z. J. Huang.64

Mice were housed at constant temperature (22 ± 1 �C), humidity and circadian cycle (reversed 12 h light-dark cycle). Food and

water were available ad libitum. Bothmale and female heterozygousmice 10–12weeks of age at the start of experimental procedures

were used in all experiments.

METHOD DETAILS

Viral constructs and preparation
Cre-inducible recombinant AAV vectors carrying transgenes encoding chemogenetic receptors (pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry

and pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry) were gifts from Bryan L. Roth (Addgene plasmids 44361 and 44362)65; for optogenetics,

pAAV-EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H314R)-EYFP was a gift from Karl Deisseroth (Addgene plasmid 20298). For calcium photometry experi-

ments, plasmid pAAV-hSyn-DIO-GCaMP6s (Addgene plasmid 184284) was generated by inserting the GCaMP6s open reading

frame from pGP-CMV-GCaMP6s (Addgene plasmid 40753, gift of Douglas Kim)66 into the pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry back-

bone, as we described previously.43 For the caspase lesions, pAAV-EF1a-DIO-taCASP3-TEV was a gift from Nirao Shah (Addgene

plasmid 45580).67 All vectors were packed into AAV capsids in-house (mixed 1:1 ratio of AAV1 and AAV2 capsids proteins with AAV2

ITRs) as described previously.68,69 Aliquots of virus were stored at -80 �C before stereotaxic injection.

Stereotaxic surgery
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (induced at 4% and maintained at 1.5% - 2.5%) in oxygen (vol/vol) and positioned on a ste-

reotaxic frame (Angle Two, Leica Microsystems, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, UK). A heat pad was used during the surgery to

prevent heat loss (ThermoStar, RWD Life Sciences). A digital mouse brain atlas was linked to the injection frame guide the desired

brain regions. The following coordinates were used: for LHb: AP = -1.7 mm; ML = ±0.4 mm; DV = -2.6 mm; for EP: AP = -1.22 mm;

ML ±1.77 mm; DV -4.64 mm; for VTA: AP = -3.52 mm; ML -0.36 mm; DV -4.3 mm; for DRN: AP = �4.6 mm; ML = 0.00 mm;

DV = �4.64 mm. The virus (0.2 ml – 0.3 ml total volume depending on the viral titer) was injected through a stainless steel

33-gauge/15mm/PST3 internal cannula (Hamilton) attached to a 10 ml Hamilton syringe, at a rate of 0.1 ml min�1. After infusion,

the cannula was left at the injection site for five minutes and then slowly withdrawn.

For photometry recordings, following AAV injection, a mono-fiber optic cannula (200 mm; Doric Lenses, Inc., Quebec, Canada) was

placed 100 mmabove the EP, LHb, VTA or DRN. The cannula was affixed with aM1 screw andwith dental cement. For locally infusing

saline or CNO in the VTA, guide cannulas were implanted above VTA.We conducted post-mortem analysis to verify the viral injection

sites and to evaluate the placement of the fiber optic or guide cannulas. Only mice with appropriate viral expression pattern and fibre/

cannula implantation were included in this study.

EEG and EMG recording and scoring of sleep-wake behaviors
Non-tethered EEG and EMG recordings were captured using Neurologger 2A device as described previously.70Mice were implanted

with three miniature screw electrodes (–1.5 mm Bregma, +1.5 mm midline, first recording electrode; +1.5 mm Bregma, –1.5 mm

midline, second recording electrode; –1 mm Lambda, 0 mm midline, reference electrode) with two EMG wires inserted in the dorsal

neck muscles (AS634, Cooner Wire, CA). The EEG-EMG device was affixed to the skull with Orthodontic Resin power and Orthodon-

tic resin liquid (Tocdental, UK). All mice were allowed 3-4 weeks for recovery in their home cages. Data were recorded with four times

oversampling at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Collected data was downloaded and waveforms visualized using Spike2 software (Cam-

bridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). The EEG signals were high-pass filtered (0.5 Hz, -3dB, an FFT size of 512 was the desig-

nated time window) using a digital filter. The EMG signals were band-pass filtered between 5-45 Hz (-3dB). Power in the delta

(0.5-4 Hz), theta (6-10 Hz) bands and theta to delta band ratio were calculated, along with the root mean square (RMS) value of

the EMG signal (averaged over a bin size of 5 s). All of these data were used to define the vigilance states of WAKE, NREM and

REM by an automatic script. Each vigilance state was screened and confirmed manually afterward. The peak frequency during

NREM epochs were analyzed using Fourier transform power spectra to average power spectra over blocks of time.

For chemogenetic experiments,71 clozapine-N-oxide (C0832, Sigma-Aldrich, dissolved in saline, 1 mg/kg) or saline was injected

i.p. and the vigilance states were recorded. Mice were split into random groups that received either saline or CNO injection. After
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conducting preliminary experiments, for the hM3-expressing mice, CNO or saline were injected during the ‘‘lights off’’ active phase;

for the hM4-expressing mice, CNO or saline were injected at the start of the ‘‘lights on’’ sleep phase.

For local chemogenetic activation experiments, CNO (3 mM, 0.2 ml) or saline (0.2 ml) was unilaterally infused via a guided cannula

over 5 min and sleep-wake states were recorded simultaneously.

For optogenetic experiments, Som-Cremice injected with AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFP or AAV-DIO-GFP were tethered to an optic fiber

patch cable (Ø 200 mm, 0.22 numerical aperture, Doric Lenses). Open-loop stimulation was used by repeatedly delivering 20Hz pulse

trains (10 ms) for 120 s every 30 min, generated by a blue 473 nm laser (1 mW, Shanghai Laser & Optics Century Co.). Sleep-wake

states were recorded and compared before and after the stimulation.

Immunohistochemistry
Mice were deeply anesthetized with an overdose of pentobarbital (100 mg/kg body weight; i.p.) and transcardially perfused with 4%

paraformaldehyde (Thermo Scientific) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4, Sigma-Aldrich). After post-fixation overnight, the

mouse brain was preserved in 30% sucrose/PBS for 2 days. 60-mm-thick coronal sections were sliced using a Leica SM 2010R

microtome. Free-floating sections were washed in PBS three times for 5 min, permeabilized in PBS plus 0.4% Triton X-100 for

15 min (for somatostatin staining, 2 hours of permeabilization using 0.3 % Triton X-100 was used) and blocked by incubation in

PBS plus 5% normal goat serum (NGS) (Vector), 0.2% Triton X-100 for 1 hour. Sections were incubated with primary antibody diluted

in PBS plus 2%NGSovernight at 4�C in a shaker. Incubated slices were thenwashed three times in PBS for 10min, and incubated for

2 hours with secondary antibody (Molecular Probes) in PBS and subsequently washed three times in PBS for 10min (all at room tem-

perature). Before mounting, slices were incubated with Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 15min followed by rinsing with

PBS. Finally, slices were mounted on slides, embedded in Dako mounting medium (Agilent Technologies) and imaged using an in-

verted wide-field microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer) or a Leica SP5 MP confocal microscope (Facility for Imaging by Light Micro-

scopy, FILM, Imperial College London).

Primary antibodies usedwere rabbit polyclonal cFos (1:4000, Sigma-Aldrich); rat monoclonal mCherry (1:2000, Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific); chicken polyclonal GFP (1:1000, Abcam); and rabbit polyclonal somatostatin (1:100, Abcam); mouse monoclonal tyrosine

hydroxylase (1:1000, Merck), secondary antibodies were Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse, Alexa

Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-mouse (1:1000, Invitrogen Molecular Probes, UK).

Fiber photometry
To determine the spontaneous activity of targeted neurons during baseline sleep, we used fiber photometry as previously

described.43,72 Briefly, we used a 473-nm diode-pumped solid-state blue laser for GCaMP6s excitation (Shanghai Laser & Optics

Century Co.). The laser light was passed through a single-source fluorescence cube (FMC_GFP_FC, Doric Lenses) through an optical

fiber patch cord (Ø 200 mm, 0.22 numerical aperture, Doric Lenses). From the filter cube, a multimodal optical patch cord (Ø 200 mm,

0.37 numerical aperture) was attached to a ceramic optical fiber (Ø 200 mm, 0.37 numerical aperture) implanted into the mouse brain

with a ceramic split mating sleeve ferrule (Thorlabs). The GCaMP6 output was then filtered at 500–550 nm using a second dichroic in

the fluorescence cube and converted to voltage by an amplified photodiode (APD-FC, Doric Lenses). The photodiode signal was

output to a lock-in amplifier (SR810, Stanford Research Systems) and the power of the laser was set to 80 mW at the fiber tip. The

signal was then digitized using a CED 1401 Micro Box (Cambridge Electronic Design) and recorded at 1 kHz using Spike2 software

(Cambridge Electronic Design).

The photometry signal was aligned with the EEG and EMG recordings. For each experiment, the photometry signal Fwas normal-

ized to the baseline signal using DF/F(t) = (F(t) � median (F))/median (F).43 We observed a decay of photometry signal at the begin-

ning of some recordings. All the sessions were selected after the photometry signal became stable. We performed the recordings in

2–3 sessions per mouse, one session for 6 h. For the transitions for vigilance states, several sessions were randomly chosen and

analyzed.

Behavioral Tests
To evaluate the behavioral changes after 4-day REM sleep restriction, we used several assays. All mice were handled daily by the

experimenter for 5 minutes for 3 days before the start of the experiments. On the day of testing, mice were transferred to the testing

room 30 min prior to the experiment. All behavior tests were performed during the dark phase.

Light/dark box assay

The arena (36 (l) x 27 (w) x 30 cm (h), Zantiks LT system) is divided into one dark ‘‘safe’’ compartment (one third) and one large illu-

minated light compartment (two thirds) with a 50 mm semi-circle hole allowing mice to move freely between the two compartments.

Mice were placed in the dark side of the arena and movement was tracked for 5 min by an overhead video camera positioned above

the arena. The number of transitions as well as the time spent in each compartment were calculated.

Elevated plus maze assay

This was performed as we previously described.73 The elevated plus maze (Ugo Basile) was made of grey non-reflective plastic and

consisted of two open arms (35 x 5 cm) and two enclosed arms (35 x 5 x 15 cm) extending from a central platform at 90 degrees in the

form of a plus. The maze was elevated 60 cm from the floor. Individual mice were placed in the center and allowed 5 minutes to

explore the maze. The movements were captured and tracked with an overhead video camera. Time spent in each arm, speed

and travel distance were calculated using Any-maze software (Stoelting). For acute optogentic excitation experiments, we used a
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9 min test session with three 3-min epochs to involve additional within-subject and within-session comparations, as described

before.74

Looming test

We adopted a previously reported protocol.46 Briefly, the test was performed in a 48 x 35 x 30 cm arena. The loom stimulus was a

2.5 cm black disk generated using Raspberry Pi. The stimuli were presented on one side of an LCDmonitor displaying a grey screen

and smoothly moved to the opposite side over 4s. Videos of mouse movements were recorded and processed in MATLAB with a

home-made script.

Marble burying test

New cageswith equal amount of bedding were filledwith 20 glassmarbles (15-mmdiameter) in a 4 x 5 arrangement. Micewere trans-

ferred from home cages and allowed to explore the new cages for 20 min. The number of marbles buried (> 2/3 covered by bedding

material) was recorded and compared.75

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Mice with an incorrect viral expression or fiber/cannula placement were excluded from the analysis. Analyses were performed with

GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad software) and MATLAB (Mathworks). Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. We used either two-

tailed or paired t-test for data that were not independent. P-values are shown when they were <0.05.
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Figure S1 Histological verification and controls for EP photometry recordings. 
Related to Figure 1. 

(A) Confirmation of viral injection and optic fiber implantation. Green, areas transduced 
with AAV-DIO-GCaMP6s; Blue, location of optic fiber placement. (B) Schematic of the 
photometry recordings on Som-Cre mice injected with AAV-DIO-GFP control and 
representative traces aligned with EEG/EMG recordings. (C) Quantification of the Ca2+ 
signal showed no vigilance state-dependent activity. Data are means ± SEMs.  



 

 



 

 
Figure S2 Verification of hM4Di and caspase-mediated ablation. Related to Figure 
2. 
(A) Confirmation of the expression of AAV-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry in the EP. (B) Validation 
of the inhibitory effect of hM4Di on cFOS expression in the EP. Left, quantification of cFOS 
in the EP in the saline control and CNO injected groups; Right, representative images 
showing cFOS expression in the EP (P = 0.002, n = 3). (C) Experimental strategy of EPSom 
lesioning. Bilateral injection of AAV-DIO-mCherry only (control) or combined AAV-DIO-
mCherry and AAV-DIO-CASP3 into the EP of Som-Cre mice. (D) The percentage of 
control mCherry expressing neurons co-labelled with somatostatin antibodies. (E) 
Distribution of somatostatin neurons in the EP. (F) Number of EPSom neurons in the control 
and CASP groups. (G) Representative images show mCherry expression (red) and EPSom 
neurons (green) as determined by immunohistochemistry (P = 0.009, n = 3). Arrowheads 
show mCherry and somatostatin double positive EP neurons; arrows indicate survived 
EPSom neurons after lesioning. Scale bars, 100 μm. All data are means ± SEMs; P values 
are given when <0.05. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Figure S3 Verification of viral expression and activation of hM3Dq. Related to Figure 
2. 
(A) Histological confirmation of AAV-DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry. (B) Quantification and 
representative images showing increased cFOS expression after CNO injection in the EP 
(P = 0.001, n = 3). Scale bar, 100 μm. Data are means ± SEMs; P values are given when 
<0.05. 
 
 



 

 
Figure S4 Optogenetic activation of EPSom neurons during NREM sleep induces 
REM sleep. Related to Figure 2. 
(A-C) Effects of laser stimulation on cFOS expression in mice expressing GFP or ChR2-
EYFP in EPSom cells. (A) Experimental setting for optogenetic stimulation. (B-C) cFos 
expression in the EP following laser stimulation (n = 3). (D) Changes in sleep-wake states 
after laser stimulation. Mean percentage of each stage when laser was turned on during 
NREM sleep (left) or WAKE (right) (n = 4). All data are means ± SEMs; P values are given 
when <0.05. 
 
 



 

 



 

Figure S5 EPSom terminals in the LHb are active during REM, mirroring activity in 
the EP soma. Related to Figure 3. 
(A) Evaluation of cFos expression in the LHb upon the activation of EPSom neurons. Top 
left, experimental design, Right, representative pictures showing the EPSom terminals (red) 
and cFos (green) in the LHb, Bottom left, quantification of cFos positive neurons (n = 3). 
(B) AAV-DIO-GCaMP6s was injected in EPSom neurons of Som-Cre mice and an optical 
fiber was positioned over the LHb. The Ca2+ transients at EP→LHb terminals peaked 
during REM sleep. NREM-REM transitions were associated with prominent increases of 
activity at these terminals. (C) Summary of transitions between states. All data are means 
± SEMs; P values are given when <0.05. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Figure S6 Glutamatergic LPO terminals in the LHb are selectively WAKE-active. 
Related to Figure 3. 
(A) AAV-DIO-GCaMP6s was transduced in LPOVglut2 neurons of Vglut2-Cre mice and an 
optical fiber positioned over the LHb. (B) Combined fluorescence responses during 
transitions between vigilance states for all mice. The Ca2+ transients at LPO→LHb 
terminals were highest during wakefulness. (C) Summary of transitions between states. 
All data are means ± SEMs; P values are given when <0.05. 



 

 



 

Figure S7 Validation of hM4Di in the LHb and detailed analysis of sleep during 
activation and inhibition of LHbVglut2 neurons. Related to Figure 4. 
(A-B) Validation of hM4Di in the LHb. (A) Top left, experimental design. AAV-DIO-hM4Di-
mCherry was bilaterally injected into the LHb of Vglut2-Cre mice. Bottom left, 
quantification of cFOS positive cells. CNO injection reduced the number of cFOS in the 
LHb. (B) Representative images of mCherry (red) and cFOS (green) expression in both 
saline and CNO groups. (C-D) Analysis of sleep episodes. (C) CNO-mediated inhibition 
of LHbVglut2 neurons decreased REM sleep by decreasing the number of REM episodes 
(n = 7). (D) AAV-DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry was bilaterally injected into the LHb of Vglut2-Cre 
mice.  CNO-mediated excitation of LHbVglut2 neurons increased REM sleep by increasing 
the number of REM episodes and increasing their durations. The duration of NREM 
episodes also increased (n = 7). In both groups of mice, CNO was injected i.p. at 1 mg/kg. 
All data are means ± SEMs; P values are given when <0.05. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure S8 CNO (1 mg/kg; i.p.) have no effect on vigilance states in Vglut2-Cre mice. 
Related to Figure 4. 
Following i.p. injection, CNO at 1 mg/kg had no effect on the amounts of WAKE, NREM 
or REM sleep over the following 24 hours compared with mice injected with saline (n = 6). 
Data are means ± SEMs. 
 



 

 



 

Figure S9 Chemogenetically activating glutamatergic cells in the LHb increased 
cFos expression in the downstream DRN and VTA circuitry. Related to Figure 5. 
(A-B) CNO administration successfully activated glutamatergic neurons in the LHb, as 
determined by cFOS expression. (A) Top, experimental setup. AAV-DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry 
was injected into the LHb of Vglut2-Cre mice; Bottom, the number of cFos-expressing 
cells was increased after CNO injection (n = 3). (B) Representative images showing 
expression of hM3Dq in the somata of the LHb (red) and cFos staining (green). (C-D) 
Excitation of LHbVglut2 neurons induced cFos expression in the downstream DRN. (C) Top, 
schematic of the experimental design; Bottom, quantification of cFos in the saline and 
CNO group (n = 3). (D) Representative pictures of the LHb axons (red) and cFos staining 
(green) in the DRN. (E-F) Activating LHbVglut2 neurons increased cFos-positive neurons in 
a downstream target, the VTA. (E) Top, schematic of the experimental setup; Bottom, 
quantification of cFos expression in the VTA (n = 3). Scale bars, 100 µm. (G-H) Evaluation 
of the percentage of activated VTA dopaminergic neurons upon LHb excitation. (G) 
Experimental settings. (H) Staining and quantification cFOS and tyrosine hydroxylase 
(TH) double positive neurons. Arrowheads indicate cFOS and TH double positive 
neruons. All data are means ± SEMs; P values are given when <0.05. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Figure S10 Representative traces of Ca2+ signals in the LHb terminals in the dorsal 
raphe aligned with EEG and EMG recordings during wakefulness, NREM and REM 
sleep showing increased activity during WAKE. Related to Figure 5. 
Representative fiber photometry recordings at LHb→DRN terminals across sleep-wake 
cycles were achieved by expressing AAV-DIO-GCaMP6s in LHbVglut2 neurons and with 
optical fibers placed over terminals in the dorsal raphe (DR).  



 

 
 
Figure S11 Local chemogenetic activation of LHbVglut2 terminals in the VTA neurons 
increases REM and NREM sleep. Related to Figure 5. 
(A) Excitation of LHbVglut2 terminals in the VTA using hM3Dq-mCherry receptors. AAV-
DIO-hM3Dq-mCherry was injected into the LHb of Vglut2-Cre mice. A guided cannula was 
placed in the VTA to locally infuse saline or CNO. Immunostaining confirmed the 
expression of hM3Dq-mCherry in the LHb soma and terminals in the VTA as well as the 
placement of the guided cannula. (Scale bars, 100 μm.) (B) Representative EEG/EMG 
recordings post-saline or CNO local infusion into the VTA. (C) Summarized changes on 
WAKE, NREM and REM duration. Data are means ± SEMs (n = 7); P values are given 
when <0.05. 
 
 



 

 
 
Figure S12 Repeated inhibition of LHbVglut2 neurons by CNO caused a reduction in 
REM. Related to Figure 6. 
Vglut2-Cre mice were injected bilaterally into the lateral habenula (LHb) with AAV-DIO-
hM4Di-mCherry.  Prior to behavioral assays, the percentage of REM was reduced by 
repeated (once per day for 4 days) injections of CNO (1 mg/kg) at the beginning of the 
light phase in LHbVglut2 mice. All data are means ± SEMs; P values are given when <0.05. 
 



 

 
 
Figure S13. Repeated inhibition of EPSom neurons by CNO caused a reduction in 
REM on Day1 of the treatment but not subsequent days. Related to Figure 6. 
Som-Cre mice were injected bilaterally into the EP with AAV-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry. Prior 
to the behavioral assays shown in Figure S14, mice received repeated (once per day for 
4 days) injections of saline or CNO (1 mg/kg) at the start of the light phase. All data are 
means ± SEMs; P values are given when <0.05. 
 



 

 



 

Figure S14 Effects of 4-day inhibition of EP neuronal activity on anxiety-like 
behaviors. Related to Figure 6. 
(A) Schematic illustration of experimental setup. Three weeks following transduction of 
EP neurons in Som-Cre mice with AAV-DIO-hM4Di-mCherry, one systemic injection of 
CNO (1mg/kg i.p.), or saline, each day for 4 days and behavioral assays were carried out 
16 hours after the last saline or CNO administration. After two weeks of rest, saline, or 
CNO (1mg/kg i.p.), was then injected i.p. in a counterbalanced manner, followed by a 
repeat of the behavioral tests. (B) Light/Dark box assay. Following 4-day inhibition of 
EPSom neurons, mice spent significantly more time in the dark region, compared to the 
light region (n = 7). The motor activity, as assessed by the number of entries was 
unchanged. (C) Elevated plus maze following the manipulation of EPSom neurons for 4 
days. No significant changes were observed. (D) Acute activation of EPSom neurons using 
optogenetic approach did not change behaviors in the elevated plus maze test. All data 
are means ± SEMs; P values are given when <0.05. 
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